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FOR THE CONCEPTUAL FUNCTION OF THE GODDESS OF 
MADNESS IN HERACLES BY EURIPIDES  
The goddess of madness is the least known character of the Greek mythology. 
She is Lyssa, daughter of Nyx and Uranus, (), who used to assault a 
human and capture him/ her completely. The obsessed could not account for 
his/ her actions. 
Madness is a polysemantic concept. That is why it can be understood in 
many different ways; however, all of its instances can be qualified as a state 
when a person is unable to act rationally and adequately – when there is no 
cognitive link between his ideas, actions and the reality. 
This phenomenon has attracted attention in every epoch. Although human 
reasoning has failed to find its logical explanation, it has been described and 
examined with the intention to find its source and remedy. In ancient times, 
Greeks showed special interest in studying the instances of madness. Particu-
larly remarkable is the 5
th
 century B.C. when medicine and philosophy started 
to examine the cases of human spiritual disorder and when myths and litera-
ture presented the phenomenon from various angles. This is the very period 
when the image of madness was incarnated in tragedians‟ works and was 
shaped as a personified goddess. 
The word has a double meaning in Ancient Greek – it denotes fe-
rocity and rabies.
1
 In the Homeric epics, and in particular, and in the Iliad, 
 means "fierceness", "fury". It is connected with fight and refers to 
"furious fight".
2
 In Plato‟s Leges,  is the determinant of 3In 
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Theocritus‟ Idylls,  indicates the strength of love experience, and is 
translated as a "rage love";
4
 in Xenophon‟s Anabasis
5
 and Aristotele‟s Histo-
ria Animalium, we come across  in the meaning of "rabies".6 Evidently, 
 ("ferocity") in different contexts acquired different senses but every-
where referred to an unbalanced, immoderate state. It seems the word was 
seeking for its real meaning and found it in tragedy. That is why  was 
chiefly used figuratively. It denoted the "loss of reason" or clinical "madness" 
only in tragedy. 
 as a character of a play first appears in Aeschylus‟ drama Bassa-
rides. Regrettably, only several of its fragments survived, which are of no real 
help for those who attempt to study the phenomenon of madness. Lyssa as a 
goddess of madness is mentioned in Euripides‟ Bacchae – however, not as an 
acting character. The only surviving play where she acts is Heracles by Euri-
pides. She is sent by Hera to punish Heracles, to make him lose his mind and 
kill his own children. It is believed this amazing scene of madness (which is 
the object of my research) is one of the reasons that accounts for the survival 
of the play. I am particularly interested in the following: 
What are the properties of the goddess? 
What kind is the madness she afflicts? 
Why did Euripides choose Heracles as a victim for the goddess and not 
somebody else? 
To identify Lyssa‟s features, I have singled out several lexical units that 
characterize Lyssa herself and the madness of Heracles, and help to specify 
chief properties of the goddess. These lexical units are    
       
       . Each of 
them will be discussed below. 
Lyssa considers herself more fearful than sea waves, an earthquake and a 
thunder-storm. Heracles, too, compares his madness to sea-waves and to a 
storm. Amphitryon calls Heracles  (E. HF. 
1189)
7
. It is interesting that  denotes "attack" and "blow" but it also 
means the "rhythmic splash of oars", and "fall of drops". Thus, in this case, 
the madness is partially connected with the water. 8 (E. 
HF.1087) is the metaphor of Heracles‟ fate. 
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Heracles himself is identified with a vessel (E. HF.631). When the hero 
recovers reason, he calls himself the "vessel tied" to the shores (E.HF.1094). 
When he realizes how his wife and children were killed, he returns to life 
with the help of Theseus and becomes metaphorically similar to "a burdened 
boat" (E. HF.1424)
9
.    
Apperently, the sea, as the blustering element, is regarded as madness in 
this tragedy, while Heracles is considered as the vessel which found itself in 
the blustering water element. Connecting water with the madness is not acci-
dental. Ancient Greeks used to think that one of the main reasons that could 
drive one mad was the sight of the water nymph. According to the tradition, 
the nymph came out of water only by noon. So, it was not advisable to walk 
near water in the daytime. It is also a widely-known fact that a rabid animal 
will not touch water even if it is unbearably thirsty.  
Water could do both – drive a man mad or clear his agitated mind (it was 
believed so in old times). The water is the destroyer of the existing; it demo-
lishes all kinds of forms and leaves nothing from the past. At the same time, it 
lays the foundation for a new life. Destruction of the old gives it the ability to 
purify, renew and revive. And that is why washing with water was believed to 
liberate from guilt and folly as it purified from sins
10




Water with its two main functions (to destroy and revive) is connected 
with Dionysus. The Sea is one of Dionysian elements. According to Plutarch, 
Greeks considered Dionysus not only the lord of wine, but of all liquids.
12
 
The cult of Dionysus spread on the island linked the god to the sea element. A 
magnetic coin proves Dionysus‟ relation to the sea (one side of the coin has 
the image of young Dionysus, and the other side – that of a bunch of grapes 
together with a crater and a dolphin)
13




("a hunting dog", E. HF. 860) accentuates the animal 
nature of madness. Remarkably, Dionysus himself is called a hunting dog in 
the Bacchae.
15
    
 (E. HF. 990) is connected with the characteristics of the above-
mentioned madness by its origin and function. The children of the gods of 
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Sea, Phorkids – Ceto and Phorkis, were Gorgons.
16
 Gorgon in herself united 
two ambivalent forces: lethal and renewing
17
. 
 (E. HF. 884 )18 is used to stress the Gorgonian na-
ture of Lyssa. 
Generally, Lyssa‟s action in this tragedy is expressed with the verb 
(E. HF. 899), and the madness through which Lyssa deprives He-
racles of reason is called maniva (E. HF. 835, 878). (E. HF. 899) 
is a specifically Dionysian term that refers to the communion with the god 
and in most cases is translated as participation in divine madness, while the 
word maniva meant Dionysian madness. Maniva, the state ecstasy during the 




Thus, Lyssa‟ principal property is ambivalence by which she is related to 
the most ambivalent god Dionysus. It is natural that Heracles‟ madness is 
ambivalent too – when he had the fit of madness, he acquired all Lyssa‟s 
properties. Similar to the goddess of madness, Heracles is also called a Gor-
gon (E.HF.868,990). If Lyssa is a Bacch woman, Heracles is a Bacchus of 
Hades (E.HF.1119-1120). Lyssa compares herself with  
Heracles is getting ready to hunt children (E.HF.899). Though  in 
this line is translated as "chases", the primary meaning of the word is "hunts". 
It should be noted that ambivalence and resemblance of Lyssa and He-
racles are revealed even through their origin. Heracles‟ mother, Alkmene, is 
an ordinary mortal while his father, Zeus, is the supreme deity, ruler of gods 
and people. Lyssa's mother Nyx is of Chthonic, and father, Uranus, of hea-
venly origin (E.HF.843-44).  
The same can be said about Lyssa‟ and Heracles‟ feelings. From the be-
ginning the goddess is calm (E.HF.843-859) and Heracles mind has not 
dimmed yet (E.HF.922-930). Gradually, Lyssa‟s quietness develops into 
madness. The goddess experiences transformation and turns into Fury 
(E.HF.861-872). Heracles too loses his reason, goes mad and the superman 
gradually acquires the image of a creature lower than a human being 
(E.HF.930-1000). Lyssa and Heracles seem to blend with each other.  
Apparently, the resemblance is so big that it erases the border between the 
divine interference and human impulses; madness is fulfilled in Heracles. 
Thus Euripides transforms Heracles‟ madness, which most likely existed as 
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an independent phenomenon, into the hero‟s inward feeling. At the same 
time, he maintains the traditional pattern of madness according to which some 
external supernatural divine force influences a human.
20
 
Lyssa‟ possession of Heracles caused his complete transformation. He-
racles starts shaking his head, turns violently his blood-spattered eyes, 
breathes hastily and foams at his mouth (E. HF. 867-68; 932-35). It is fol-
lowed by his mad laughter, wild dance (E. HF. 836; 87; 879; 892) and roar 
(E. HF. 870). Lyssa compares Heracles with a bull ready to attack. The hero 
loses his human image. 
A bull was considered as one of the epiphanies of Dionysus. At the same 
time Dionysus in Antique painting was associated with personified laughter, 
while the dance that accompanied frenzy i. e. the state of ecstasy, is the an-
cient ritual action which was a typical feature of the Dionysian cult
21
. 
Heracles‟ madness continues in his imaginary "march". He has a vision 
that he leaves for Mycenae, and on "arriving" there looks for Euristheus. Then 
he imagines that he slaughters the enemy‟s children and destroys the walls 
erected by Cyclops – in fact, he destroys his own palace and kills his own 
wife and children. He intends to kill Amphitryon but at that moment Athena 
appears. She throws a huge stone at Heracles and makes him stop. Heracles 
falls down and asleep. The theme of killing one‟s own children is associated 
again with Dionysus. Disrespect for Dionysus was normally punished with 
madness and killing of one‟s own children in such a state
22
 – Heracles‟ beha-
vior (the slaughter of his wife and children) is the climax of his madness. 
Transition from madness into a normal state is performed through sleeping, 
which ends the scene of Heracles‟ spiritual disorder. 
It is not accidental that Lyssa is connected with Heracles. Even in mytho-
logical tradition there existed the information about Heracles‟ ferocity. Ac-
cording to the tragedy, the reason of Lyssa‟ appearance is Hera‟s anger, 
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23 (E. HF. 1261-62) – says 
Heracles. 
The disease that destroys his psychics is in his blood. Thus the victim of 
Hera is the hero with whom madness is inherent.
24
  
The climax of Heracles‟ madness (killing of his wife and children) marks 
an end to one particular stage of the hero‟s life. Heracles was newly born – 
this time as Amphitryon‟s son. 

 25 (E. HF. 1264 – 65). 
He transformed into a different kind of man, which is mentioned several 
times in the final part of the tragedy.
26
 
It is interesting that in the mythological tradition, after killing his children, 
Heracles starts a new life – life "without madness". Therefore, Euripides‟ idea 
to picture the madness afflicted by Lyssa through connecting it with that very 
period of Heracles‟ life is particularly successful. 
The analysis of the text revealed that the chief property of the goddess of 
madness is ambivalence, the destroying and renewing force. The state af-
flicted by Lyssa is parallel to Dionysus‟ madness – the elements they have in 
common are actions, metaphors and similes; however, the two states have 
different essence and purpose. 
It should also be mentioned that the picture presented in the tragedy 
strongly resembles the state of madness described by Hippocrates. The trea-
tise De Morbo Sacro considers different cases of epilepsy and madness. He-
racles‟ hallucinations, ferocity, excitement, redness and wild movement of 
eyes, foam at the mouth and loss of reason coincide with the clinical picture 
described by Hippocrates, while the slaughter committed by the hero is the 
behavior of a mad person
27
. 
Traditionally, the epilepsy and madness have been regarded as divine dis-
eases
28
 because during a fit of madness, a man closely resembled the one in 
the state of ecstasy at the divine service; however, the parallel is based only 
on physical likeness while the content, the essence of the divine i.e. ritual 
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madness is an absolutely different phenomenon.
29
 The necessary condition for 
the latter was a group of people who sought communion with the god through 
the ecstatic state. As concerns individual insanity, it was nearly always re-
garded as pathology and was called a divine disease only because of its outer 
resemblance with the ritual madness, which was believed to be the only re-
medy to cure the psychic disease.
30
 Euripides succeeded to the best to render 
in terms of fiction the nature of madness afflicted by Lyssa. 
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